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The paper focuses the research on the electronic platform based inventory control 
in company D’s supply chain. From the domestic purchasing aspects, the paper 
analyzes the inventory problems in company D, researches how the company solved 
the problems through electronic platform, and evaluates the solution’s effect. It has 
significant meaning about how to decrease the inventory cost for the company and the 
whole supply chain and decrease product shortage risk through the usage of electronic 
platform.  
About research conception and method, the paper is on the background of 
company D’s electronics platform based inventory control practice, with the supply 
chain inventory control and supply chain information sharing theory, analyzes the 
inventory control when vendor sharing the information through website during the 
phase of product development and the practice status about global inventory sharing 
after there is stock in company D, come out the solution for the practical problem that 
how to decrease the risk of stockout while keep reasonable stock level by using 
electronic platform. 
As for the research structure, it analyzed the practical issue base on supply chain 
inventory control under electronic business circumstance, mainly including: the 
paper’s basic background and theory basis; inventory structure in company D; 
inventory issue in company D; electronic platform practice and improvement project; 
and evaluate the effect of inventory control base on electronic platform, compare the 
status before and after the improvement, and then draw a conclusion and the 
expectation on the inventory management. 
As for the research significance, after use the electronic platform in inventory 
control, company D decreased global inventory and satisfied customer demands 
largely, also set up more close partnership with the suppliers. Besides it decreased the 
inventory scrap caused by design change. Meanwhile, through the research, the writer 
realized that there is more challenge for inventory control in supply chain, for 
example to large extent the core company’s zero inventory just transferred the 
inventory to the following level suppliers, how to realize from the zero inventory of 
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